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Getting to Know Some of the Characters: 

 

 
 

rince Dasarēan:  Prince Dasarēan is the heir apparent to the throne of the Kingdom 

of Vaera, the Kingdom of Land and Stone. He is the son of King Vuqaĭs and Queen 

Nuĭesa.  Prince Dasarēan is also a master of an alchemy or two.  He encounters a great 

difficulty when his intended bonded mate, Yuestasīa  is initially taken from him due 

to his arrogance.  He is to teach Yuestasīa  more what her inherent gift was meant for her to 

realize.  Prince Dasarēan is to remove any hindrances that is for them both to fulfill their destinies.  

He encounters and befriends  a great leaf that will become a surprise companion.  Prince Dasrean 

is able to weave a looking glass thorugh the use of elements of mastered alchemy.  His full title 

is Prince Dasarēan, of the blood of King Vuqaĭs and Queen Nuĭesa, ennobled of the Crown of the 

Kingdom of Vaera, Commander of the Flame Unknown, Master of the Sacred Trees Four, 

Inheritor of the Secrets of the Alchemy Unknown, Friend of the Sacred Winds, the Sanctified 

Waters and the Land of Indisputable Might, and bonded one eternal to Yuestasīa of this kingdom, 

Princess Proclaimed. 
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uestasia:  Yuestasīa  is a natural member of the citizenry of the Kingdom of Vaera. 

She is of middling height and has deep brown, big eyes.  Yuestasīa  thinks practically 

though she is knowledgable.  This master prefers the background.  She is, as well as 

others, masters of their alchemic tradition hear that the kingdom will confront a great 

enemy.  Yuestasīa  encounters Prince Dasarēan after some time.  He informs her that she is his 

destiny.  Yuestasīa  questions his origin and motive as she is not previously acquainted with him.  

He is aware of her popularity among the Vaeran people though Yuestasīa  sought to remain in the 

background from among them.  They vote for Yuestasīa  to lead them to train.  During this time, 

Prince Dasarēan pursues Yuestasīa.  Yet she needs to be protected, initially from him.  Eventually 

she weds Dasarēan and her title becomes:  Princess Yuestasīa, of Noble Heart and of the Blood 

Distinguished, Chosen as Guide of the Vaeran Select, Friend to the Elements Beyond the 

Heavens, Master of the Four and Four From Above and Below, Caretaker of the Secrets of The 

Alchemy and Bonded Mate Eternal of the Crown Prince Dasarēan. 

 

 

ing Vuqaĭs:  King Vuqaĭs is the husband of Queen Nuĭesa , the father of Prince 

Dasarēan and a member of the ruling Crown of the Kingdom of Vaera.  He and his 

wife live in the palace known as Castle Luenueva.  King Vuqaĭs is also a master, 

ready to be called upon to assist Prince Dasarēan and Yuestasīa  as Protector of the 

Realm.  He is a master of an alchemy but is not as advanced as his son Prince Dasarēan. 

 

 

ueen Nuĭesa :  Queen Nuĭesa is of the ruling Crown of the Kingdom of Vaera.  She 

is the bonded mate of King Vuqaĭs and the mother of Prince Dasarēan.  Although 

she is not a master of any of the alchemies, she is respectful of thir work and when 

called upon, will assist those who  are on proper due course, including King 

Vuqaĭs. 

 

 

anali: Xanalī is a master of more than one alchemy.  He originates from the 

Kingdom of Yīala , the Land of the Flame.  He is the husband of Vīalī  and the 

father of Xances and Nīahwa.  He is called upon to help train the Vaerans and Yīala 

n for the expected appearance of this grand enemy.  Xanalī  has mastery of land, 

stone and fire and perhaps the sacred wings.  It is his formulation and ability to use 

his different alchemies that he gathers the Yīalans, the second kingdom oft he Sacred Four to train 

with and alongside the Vaerans.  During these sessions, he learns as well as teaches from his 

fellow masters, all the while guiding his offspring, Xances and Nīahwa  near and about the sacred 

trees of the converging borders of the kingdoms. 

 

 
īalī:  Vīalī  is the bonded mate of Xanalī.  She is also fo the Kingdom of Yīala  but holds 
close ties to the Kingdom of Vaera.  She is an elevated master of elemental alchemy and a 

mother of two offspring.  Vīalī’s special inclination of elment master is her ability to 

communicate with the land of any of The Sacred Four kingdoms.  Although this alchemic 
mastery is what Vaerans are known for, masters from these kingdom-worlds are considered 

to be of higher esteem if they are able to master any combination regardless of which kingdom they were 

born into.  Vīalī  is of extend kin, Yuestasīa, who will become a princess after her marriage to Prince 
Dasarēan. 
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ances:  Xances is a special child of the Sacred Four.  He encounters Vīalī  when 

soem of the Yīalans are urged to prepare for an unprecedented war.  They initially 

appear to be as strangers.  Vīalī  is polite while Xances is encouraging.  He seems 

to know much about he elements based on instinct.  On their trek to the open area 

where Vaerans and Yīala ns have already gathered, Vīalī  and Xances encounter 

a sacred tree.  This tree is not the same as the four sacred trees that outlay the 

permimeter of the four sacred kingdoms of Vaera, Yīala , Atuphratī  and Vahera.  When Vīalī  

enters the tree as if existentially drawn, she hears a familiar voice.  Is is that of a lad.  This had to 

be from a time ago.  This sacred tree became an instrument of truth.  She realized that he so that 

she had to leave in the care of another years ago for sakekeeping had now returned.  Her son was 

Xances, and he nw was fully reunited with his family, and so was she. 

 

 

iahwa:  Nīahwa  is Xances’ brother and the daughter of Vīalī  and Xanalī.  She 

and her brother are offspring of two masters.  Nīahwa  is younger than Xances. 

Their lineage make them incline to the elmental mastery of any of the alchemies.  

They both have a purer understanding in their connection with the sacred trees.  

She can sense more than waters near them.  One of the sacred trees at the 

converging border of the Four Kingdoms communicates with her.  Though she is not of the 

Kingdom of Vahera, the Kingdom of the Mystic Waters, she inclines towards this element as a 

watery frame appears at this tree.  The tree is a guardian of the kingdoms but they are also 

responsible for safeguarding the proper residents of all four lands.  It is sensitive to Niahawa and 

Xances just as one in the care of a fragile animal would be.  She is able to place her hands on a 

created watery frame and communicate.  Niahawa’s gift was still developing, as well as Xances’. 

 

 

tharīa:  Atharīa  is the bonded mate of Augeen.  Both escort Yuestasīa  to another 

expanse where they introduce her to a great arena.  Atharīa  takes the fore in 

training her.  During these sessions within and about the four columns, Augeen 

becomes suspicious of Atharīa ’s motive.  Though Yuestasīa  has proven herself 

more than capable, Atharīa  becomes harsher and more aggressive towards their 

protected trainee.  Augeen realizes that Atharīa  wanted to test Yuestasīa  beyond her strength to 

document what can easily kill her.  So when Atharīa  decides to usurp Yuestasīa’s power, she can 

easily murder her bfore anyone else can intervene on Yuestasīa’s behalf. 

 

 

ugeen:  Augeen to the bonded mate to Atharīa.  He is well aware of Yuestasīa’s 

gifts and agree with Atharīa  that she must be trained beyond what she knows of 

her elevated gifts.  Augeen is fond of Yuestasīa , but who also agreed to Atharīa’s 

initial plan to harness Yuestasīa’s power for them to wield for themselves.  He 

stands without objection when Prince Dasarēan  and Princess Yuestasīa  hold both 

Sword Watered and Sword Flame and slaughter Atharīa  where  she lays. 


